TWEET us on Twitter @EdgarCayce_ARE
MEET us on Meet Up “Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York”
FIND us on Facebook

Calendar subject to change. Check website or call for the latest.

Join us in honoring our past, building our future. Free and open to all.
Light brunch served 11 am -12 noon. Program starts 12:15 pm:
• Sidney and Nancy Kirkpatrick on Unclaimed Treasures and
Amazing Potentials still locked in the Cayce readings
• Edgar Cayce Group leaders share insights on
meditation, visualization and prayer
• Presentations by energy healers Peter Goldbeck and
Anton Baraschi
• Celebration of the Volunteers at the heart of our Center!

SUNDAY, SEPT. 27, 11 AM TO 5 PM: 18th Anniversary Open
House with Volunteer Recognition & Celebration!

Contact us: info@edgarcaycenyc.org
Subscribe to our FREE weekly e-newsletter for the latest event updates and specials.
Go to www.edgarcaycenyc.org to “Subscribe.” Thank you!

Open: Monday-Friday 1-9pm, Saturday 12-5pm & Sunday 11am-5pm (Closed on major holidays)
Non-profit organization. Donations, memberships and volunteers welcomed!
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A.R.E. of New York
241 West 30th Street, 2nd Floor, New York, NY 10001
(betw 7th & 8th Ave, left of dental office, key in 102).
(212) 691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org

Edgar Cayce Center

3rd QUARTER 2015 EVENTS – ANNIVERSARY EDITION

Join us September 26 & 27 to celebrate the
NYC Edgar Cayce Center’s 18th Anniversary!

TRUE TALES from the
CAYCE Archives:

Lives Touched & Lessons Learned
from the Sleeping Prophet
With Sidney & Nancy Kirkpatrick
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 10 AM TO 5 PM

S

idney Kirkpatrick, best-selling
author of Edgar Cayce: An
American Prophet, and his wife Nancy
Kirkpatrick, his research/writing
partner, take us on a fascinating
journey into the archives of Edgar
Cayce’s 14,000+ psychic readings, sharing the most
interesting case studies and exploring the incredible and astounding
results of the Cayce work in so many people’s lives.
Pre-registered $59, Members $49 / At-door $99, Members $89
Info & tickets at www.edgarcaycenyc.org or call (212) 691-7690
FREE PHONE-IN EVENT 9/21

SPECIAL BENEFIT DINNER 9/26

Sidney & Nancy Kirkpatrick
interview with phone-in Q&A.
MON, SEPT. 21, 8-9:30 PM EDT
Dial-in number: (425) 440-5100
Enter code number: 220840#

After the workshop, join Sidney & Nancy
Kirkpatrick for dinner and conversation.
Benefits the non-profit Edgar Cayce Center.
Donate $150 ($100 tax-deductible, $50 dinner)
or more by 9/18 for invitation. Location: TBD.

SUN, SEPT. 27, 11 AM TO 5 PM: 18th Anniversary Open House
with Volunteer Recognition & Celebration! 		

See back cover
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Cayce Psychic & Healing Fairs

LIGHT UP!

Proceeds benefit non-profit Cayce organization.
For a complete list of services and workshops scheduled for each Fair, check
EdgarCayceNYC.org, subscribe to our weekly e-news update, or call us a couple of
days prior to the event.

• Healing Workshop

ANNUAL PICNIC IN CENTRAL PARK WITH MINI-FAIR

PSYCHIC & HEALING WORKSHOPS:
SATURDAY, AUG 22
7 - 9:30 PM - $20

• Healing Celebration

SUNDAY, JULY 19, 12 - 6 PM
Come celebrate with our A.R.E. Community in Central Park with food, fellowship
and fun! Bring your family & friends and a dish and drinks to share. Explore psychic/
intuitive readings and energy and alternative healing mini-sessions by the Center’s
wellness providers, teachers, and friends.
Location: Pilgrim Hill E. 72 Street.
Readings & healing sessions: 15 minutes for $15 (suggested donation).

AUGUST & SEPTEMBER PSYCHIC & HEALING FAIRS

E

xplore psychic/intuitive readings and energy and alternative healing minisessions by the Center’s wellness providers, teachers and friends.
FREE admission to our Fair!
FREE 1-hour Workshops during the Fair!
All Readings & Healing Sessions: 20 minutes for $25!

SATURDAY, AUGUST 15, 1 - 7 PM
AFTER THE FAIR, 7:30–9:30 PM

S Prophecy Celebration with Peter Goldbeck

The Light that will be shared will include a Group Healing and Individual Healings, like a
personalized elixir on an energetic level… Peter calls it “Joy Juice.” Emphasis will then be
centered on giving Divine Prophetic Visions and Insight for all who attend.
$15 register/pay at the door

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1 - 7 PM
AFTER THE FAIR, 7:30–9:30 PM

S Prophecy Celebration with Peter Goldbeck

I

n addition to the psychic and healing sessions offered by our talented practitioners, you will
find a carefully selected assortment of crystals, handcrafted jewelry and/or essential oils
at our fairs. Come see what latest find you can uncover, or let yourself be guided to the perfect
gift for a loved one. For more detail, call the center a couple of days prior to the fair you’re
interested in attending.

September 26-27. Please save these dates!
Join us for our 18th Anniversary Festival Weekend. We’ll celebrate our history,
look forward to our future and honor the Volunteers who make it all possible!
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Reiki Master Peter Goldbeck
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FRIDAYS, JUL 3, AUG 7, SEP 11
7 - 9:30 PM - $15

• Prophecy Celebration
SATURDAYS JUL 11*, AUG 1, 15*,
SEP 5, 19*
7 - 9:30 PM - $15
*starts at 7:30 PM

EARN YOUR REIKI MASTERSHIP:

• Reiki 1 Certification

Date: JUL 12, SEP 6
Time: 1 - 5 PM
Tuition: $125 early registration (2 weeks prior to
the date); $150 after
Description: History, Ethics & Precepts‚ Healing
Hand Positions‚ Disease Cause/Effect & Treatment

• Reiki 2 Certification
Date: AUG 9			
Time: 1 - 5 PM
Tuition: $185 early registration (2 weeks prior to
the date); $200 after
Description: • 3 Symbols and Their Uses, • Distance/
absentee healing, • Mental/Emotional Balancing

• Reiki Circles
WEDNESDAYS, JUL 1 & 15,
TUESDAYS, SEP 1, AUG 4 & 18, SEP 15
7 - 9 PM suggested donation $10

• Psychic Enhancement Circles
TUESDAYS, JUL 7 & 21
WEDNESDAYS, AUG 12 & 26, SEP 9 & 23
7 - 9 PM suggested donation $15

• Pillars of Transformation Workshop
FRIDAYS: JUL 17, SEP 25
7 - 9:30 PM - $15

• Reiki 3 Mastership Certification

Date: JUL 26 , AUG 23, SEP 20 Time: 1 - 5 PM
Tuition: $450 early registration (2 weeks prior to
the date); $550 after
Description: • An additional symbol and its use
• Powerful self-empowerment techniques • Clinical
applications of Reiki with traditional techniques •
Clinical applications of Reiki with non-traditional
techniques • Intuitive faculties in Reiki • How to do
the first, second and Master level initiations

All levels include dynamic attunements to increase
energy flow and lots of opportunities to practice.

To register for Reiki 1, 2, or 3 Certification Classes,
call Peter at 516-949-9588!
PETER GOLDBECK, an international Reconnective Healer and Reiki Master/Teacher, is a favorite teacher,
practitioner and healing/psychic group leader at the A.R.E./N.Y.C. Center. He has been working with
alternative healing modalities since his first attunement, courtesy of Mother Nature, in 1985 when he was
struck by lightning. Since that life-altering event, he’s become a Certified Reiki Master/Teacher in the Usui
system of Natural Healing, a Certified Practitioner of Reconnective Healing, and a Psychic/Medium and
Spiritual Counselor. n

S

ee the dynamic “Light Guy” Peter
Goldbeck in action! Go to our website to
watch a video of a Healing Celebration. You’ll
get an energy boost just from watching!
Go to www.edgarcaycenyc.org to the
RESOURCES pull-down menu (top right) to
watch this and other VIDEOS on healing
and Cayce.
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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ANTON BARASCHI’S EVENTS

JULY - SEPTEMBER

SPIRITUAL INITIATION: Meeting the Guardian of the
Threshold & Conscious Clarity in Spirit-Seeing

ANTON BARASCHI’S EVENTS

BIOENERGY, LOVE AND SEX: Fine-Tuning an Ancient
Divine Gift

T
WORKSHOP SERIES
Fridays, Jul 10, 17, 24
and 31, 7-9 pm
$30
Series: $100
Members 10% off

raditionally, the process through which a person learns to perceive in the
Spirit World consciously is called Initiation. In the past this process was
shrouded in secrecy and ritual. Since the Christ event, that knowledge can be
imparted openly to anyone willing to do the work. We will study initiation in
various schools, compare old and new initiation and examine classic examples
from written sources including Zanoni, Steiner, Some, Peng, Hawkings, Tolle,
Gopi Khrishna, Moorjani and Edgar Cayce. In this course we will discuss the
crossing of consciousness and the being(s) present at the crossing (traditionally
named the Guardian experience) with examples of Dante, Buddha, Egypt’s
Sphinx, Brennan, the Tibetan Chod Practice and Sipe Gyalmo, the fierce
protector of the Bon religion of Tibet. We will address modern variations, the
initiation through life and near death experiences. Anton will share some of his
own experiences on crossing the Threshold.

NATIVE AMERICAN MEDICINE WHEEL TEACHING
Channeled through Anton by Chiefs Buffalo &
Rolling Thunder

W

hat was initially a chance event became a full-fledged teaching of the
Native American Medicine Wheel. On a regular basis and working through
visions, ascended Native American Masters proceeded to educate Anton
Baraschi on the Native American Way. Anton kept a diary of the encounters,
and like all mediums treading on air, sought corroboration in giving it to Rev.
Rosalyn Bruyere to read, who advised that he should teach it. This is an original
teaching presented for the first time ever. Anton will relate his experiences in:

• Meeting the Masters; meeting Chief Rolling Thunder and Chief Field
Holding Buffalo; getting an Indian name; establishing the encounter
protocol; support from Master Chi’ang and the Guides.

Fridays, Aug 7, 14, 21
& 28, 7-9 pm
$30
Series: $100
Members 10% off

• Medicine Wheel; graphic representation; how to use the Medicine
Wheel to understand one’s life; Chief Rolling Thunder’s advice; the
unity of Medicine Wheel and Tepee; encompassing Space and Time.
• Last teaching of the tepee and conclusion; Reflection of the Reflection.
Spiritual Matrix is the “real thing”; the importance of Sequence in
Spiritual Vision; timelessness and never-ending growth.

“Let no day then pass that ye do not speak a cheery and an encouraging word
to someone! And ye will find thine own heart uplifted, thine own life opened,
thy love appreciated, thy purposes understood.”
Cayce Reading 1754-1

Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org

S

WORKSHOP SERIES
Fridays, Sep 4, 11, 18
& 25, 7-9 pm
$30
Series: $100
Members 10% off

ex is deeply ingrained into the human psyche always attracts attention and
is used commercially more and more. Why that power? What lies hidden and
where? In this course we will explore how Divinely ordained love and sex were
once tied to natural cosmic rhythms as they still are for the animal kingdom.
During evolution, man has disconnected from natural rhythms. Observation
shows life forces particularly intensified in human reproduction. More often
unconscious or semiconscious, love on a physical level is connected to sex, but
how? This heart link is often broken or twisted as today’s 60% rate of divorce
points out. Can intellect and consciousness bridge this gap? Can heart and
mind unite with body? Fine tuning the link between heart and sex organs heals
individuals, family and society. We will examine both positive and negative
patterns developed over time and see how traditions in various cultures deal
with the problem, with emphasis on the oriental practices of Sutra, Tantra and
Dzogchen.
Practical exercises to enhance awareness of one’s gifts will be explored as well as
references from Allan Bloom, Edgar Cayce, Choa Kok Sui and Tibetan/Hindu lore.

NOTE: Following a one hour presentation, the Edgar Cayce Healer’s Group practitioners will offer bioenergy
healing to all who attend the evening and request it. This applies to all of Anton’s workshops. Occasionally
workshops will feature guest speakers.
ANTON BARASCHI is a bioenergy specialist, teaching and practicing bioenergy
healing (aka medical qigong) in Manhattan, with a focus on integrating multiple
bioenergy healing modalities in supporting the work of medical professionals.
Bioenergy healing stimulates a person’s own immune system with emphasis on
the condition diagnosed by the doctor. Bioenergy healing is considered helpful in
alleviating pain, chronic conditions and symptoms without a particular diagnosis,
and for spiritual development.

WORKSHOP SERIES

• First teaching of the Tepee; Chief First Holding Buffalo’s Unison Field
and the Great Spirit; teaching of Time and Space; Indian names and
what they mean; Karma threads.
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John of God Crystal Bed Treatments with Anton Baraschi
TUESDAYS & FRIDAYS, 2-7 PM, by appointment:
Call Anton at 845-772-7200 or email abaraschi@aol.com
The Crystal Light Bed, sometimes also called an advanced chromotherapy apparatus, is a spiritual
treatment device that uses colored light beams focused at a person’s chakras or energy centers
through seven very pure quartz crystals. The alternating lights produce a balancing effect on the
person’s energy body as they lay with eyes closed and meditate to soft relaxing music. While the
energy body is receiving this external assistance to stay in balance, the benevolent spirits of the
Casa de Dom Inacio can work on the person very deeply. The person will be able to receive a more
intense treatment from these benevolent spirits than one would be able to sustain on their own.
The instrument was designed by inspired mediums at the Casa de Dom Inacio in Brazil where John
of God works and one needs to be approved by the Entities to purchase a unit. Anton was approved
and received his crystal light bed on Easter 2005. People using the crystal light bed report essentially
3 kinds of healing experiences: Calming, blissful relaxation; deep healing introspection, and
experiences of mystical content - colors, presence, beings, visions.
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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HELP FROM THE SKY GODS & YOUR SPIRIT
GUIDES WITH SCANDINAVIAN YOGA!

THE FUTURE’S METAPHYSICS! TRAVEL TO YOUR
PAST & FUTURE LIVES AND OFF-PLANET REALITIES!

Skydin Zeal

Skydin Zeal

A

U

re your prayers being answered? In what way do the Gods and Goddesses
exist? In what manner both verbally and psychically must we communicate
with them in order to receive their attention and favor?
The Ancient Scandinavian Rune Songs are presented by Skydin Zeal in Old
Norse, Icelandic, Old English and Old High German with authentic Intonations,
sharing the very Sonic Magic given by the Gods to the Ancient People of the
North before the Viking Age.

EVENING EVENT
Wed, Jul 1, 7-9 pm
$30 - if registered online
$40-at-the-door
Members 10% off

Hear the Voice of the Gods and Goddesses as Skydin Zeal Channels from the
original Pleiadian Creators of the Human race. Learn how to call upon the Runes
in a way that will enrich your Spiritual and Material Life!
Runic Energization: Receive powerful Source energy from the 5 zones of the
Cosmos. Experience inspiration from a new, external, all-divine source!
Nordic Rune Yoga: Receive the exact Archetypal Staddhagaldr necessary for the
quickest progression in your life at this moment in time!

EVENING EVENT
Thu, Sept 24, 7-9 pm
$30 - if registered online
$40-at-the-door
Members 10% off

Purification for the healing and resolution of evil spirits, bad habits and most
complaints. Complimentary Rune Readings for Everyone in Attendance!

Complimentary Rune Readings for Everyone in Attendance!

All events include the Atlantean Foundations! For in-depth information & video
visit www.skydin.com/nycevents.html

NORDIC SIGILS, SONGS & YOGA FOR PSYCHIC
SELF-DEFENSE & HEALING!

SKYDIN ZEAL is an Innovator of Magical, highly technical Spiritual Artworks,
Talismans, Instruments and Artifacts. He is an international speaker on the
Metaphysical nature of Reality focusing on Scandinavian Europe’s Traditions as
well as Channeled consciousnesses from extraterrestrial / future reality sources. The
Rune Songs are presented by Skydin Zeal in Old Norse, Icelandic & Old English with
authentic Intonations. Internationally Skydin Zeal leads fascinating Spiritual events
from Psychic Self-Defense to Astral Travel! He is the founder of skydin.com which
features his line of beautiful spiritual creations in fashion and Jewelry! Skydin Zeal
is a long-time practitioner of Shaolin Kung Fu.

A

dd to your Techniques of Healing and Protection a secret yet essential
school of spirituality to English speaking souls and especially those of us in
America: The Sonic and Symbolic applications of the Norse Runes & Icelandic
Sigils! A little known fact even to professional Rune Readers is that the Norse
sigils can be used to remove bodily and spiritual pain, to physically heal, prevent
injuries and repair the aura! But that’s just the beginning!

EVENING EVENT
Wed, Aug 12, 7-9 pm
$30 - if registered online
$40-at-the-door
Members 10% off

The 24 Runes of the Elder Futhark have their origins far before the Viking Age!
The Runes go beyond reading reality – they write reality! And now you too will
learn how to inscribe, chant, raise and hold their specific frequencies with hand
signals, yogic asanas to increase very specific frequencies with which you will
sculpt your perfect life!
The Magic of Iceland: Protected by secrecy, technical, richly developed - it has
always included outside esoteric practices such as Kabala and Alchemy!

Purification for the healing and resolution of evil spirits, bad habits and
most complaints.
Complimentary Rune Readings for Everyone in Attendance!
All events include the Atlantean Foundations! For in-depth information & video
visit www.skydin.com/nycevents.html
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Nordic Shamanic Runic Singing: Skydin Zeal thoroughly explains and Psychically
transmits the specific frequencies of the Norse and Icelandic songs to help
you move your consciousness across any point in space, time and multiple
dimensions! The Nordic traditions have their origin in the Ancient world of
Atlantis!

Purification for the healing and resolution of evil spirits, bad habits and most
complaints.
All events include the Atlantean Foundations! For in-depth information & video
visit www.skydin.com/nycevents.html

Skydin Zeal

nique Brand of Astral Travel! Skydin Zeal Combines Ancient Norse
Sonic Metaphysics with the Guidance of Purely Channeled Future
Consciousnesses! Our inter-stellar techniques will be intellectually explained,
energetically felt and literally practiced! Brace yourself for a Fabulous Ride! You
will leave this event psychically broadened, your dreams more vivid and your
ability to gain gifts from your dreaming vastly improved. All participants will be
facilitated to travel where they want to claim something of great use! Some will
find their Power Animals, some their Spirit Guides or Angels and others literally
the Fields of Higher Dimensions and Extraterrestrial Landscapes! Skydin Zeal is
your Captain - Welcome Aboard!

Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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COME GROW WITH US...

V

olunteers are the backbone of our non-profit organization. We invite you to come join our
community. Your service will help us grow and thrive. We need Volunteers to commit to 3-4
hour shifts from noon to 8:30 PM on weekdays and 10/11:00 AM - 5:00 PM on weekends.

AREAS OF SERVICE:
• Setting up
Classrooms
• Answering Phones
• Research for Marketing
• Data Entry
• Helping at Psychic Fairs

BENEFITS:
• 1 free class per calendar
• 10% off in the Bookstore
• 1 Free Chiropractor
session

READY TO HELP?
Please contact our volunteer
coordinator Miranda Rose
at mirandarose@nyc.rr.com

Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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SATURDAY GROUP PSYCHIC READINGS
July 18, Aug 1, 8, 22, 29, Sept 5, 12, 26 1-3 PM

F

ind out how your soul growth is advancing. Ask questions &
receive answers and other helpful information from the Universal
Energy about your life, or receive messages from loved ones in
Spirit. Led on a rotating schedule by Spiritualist Minister Rev.
Kev O’Kane (July 18, Aug 8, Sept 5), spiritual advisors Elena
Rassolova & Anton Baraschi (Aug 22, Sept 12) and Rev. Daniel
Neusom (Aug 1, Aug 29, Sept 26).

AN EVENING ON PAST LIFE SOUL REGRESSION
AND KARMA DELETION
Rob Murphy

R
EVENING EVENT

Please note that the dates are subject to change; call the Center for
updates. All participants who register by 1 pm will receive messages
or answers!

Thu, Aug 20, 7-9 pm
$30
Members 10% off

$20; members 10% off (register at the door)

PSYCHIC FAIR EXTENSION - Tuesday Readings
Rev. Tanya Soul

Rob Murphy

R

ev. Tanya Soul, a Psychic Medium, is available for private consultations every
first Tuesday of the month. This event is done as a Psychic Fair extension - no
appointment is needed and you will receive a 30-minute reading for only
$30! Rev. Soul was trained and certified with the Holistic Studies Institute. Her
mediumship has developed from a young age in Russia. Her many clients at
our monthly Psychic Fairs have always been satisfied with the results of their
sessions. Come experience her insights for yourself!

T

SHAMANISM – The Most Ancient of Spiritual Paths
Rob Murphy

S

Mon, Jul 6, 7-9 pm
$30
Members 10% off
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hamanism is truly the oldest spiritual path known to mankind. While there
are many unique characteristics from country to country, shamanic practices
in all of these cultures have certain core characteristics that identify them as
being shamanic. Shamanism is a spiritual practice that is a way of life--it is NOT
a religion. It is the spiritual fountain from which all other spiritual and religious
teachings spring. A shaman serves their community as a teacher, counselor,
and healer by traveling into non-ordinary reality to gain wisdom, teachings
and healing guidance and returning with that knowledge for the community or
individuals. Drums and/or rattles are most often the tools used in guiding the
shaman into the trance states called non-ordinary reality.
In non-ordinary reality, the shaman travels with the aid of their spirit guides/
power animals into different worlds to seek the information that was set into
the intentions for the journey. This process is what is called the shamanic
journey. Other tools used in shamanic ceremonies include stones, crystals, and
herbs for cleansing baths and smudging. Come and join Rob Murphy as he
speaks about shamanism and shares his experiences of what he learned from
his many indigenous teachers.

Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org

Past Life Soul Regression -- a tool that allows us to gain a ‘bird’s eye view’
of our past lives. This experience offers us the means to understand and
release past life emotional, physical, and spiritual energy still being held,
which is no longer useful for us.

INTEGRATING PAST LIVES OF YOUR SOUL SELF
WITH YOUR CURRENT ANCESTRAL LINEAGE

TUESDAYS, JULY 7, AUG 4 & SEPT 1, 6-9 PM
*All Proceeds benefit the A.R.E. of NY*

EVENING EVENT

ob Murphy will speak about past life soul regression using hypnotherapy
as a tool to help you to enter into a past life that is relevant to what is
going on in your life today. Rob will speak on the necessity of releasing past
life vows and traumas that are interfering with your current incarnation,
deletion work of past karma, and the importance of balancing the energy of
our eternal soul and the energy of our ancestral blood DNA. Also included
in the evening’s program is a group experiential past life regression session.

July-September 2015

2-DAY EVENT
Sat, Sept 5 &
Sun, Sept 6,
10 am - 6 pm
$150
Members 10% off

his workshop is a deep exploration of our place on Earth as beings with both
past life and ancestral lineages. You will journey to several of your soul’s past
lives. Journeys to your Ancestral lineages will connect and honor their presence
and influence in your life. You will ask their help to remember and give birth to
the unique genius that you bring to the world, and to help you to remember the
agreements your soul made to the ancestors for you to become the spirit that
you are. The past lives of our soul are an integral part of who and what we are
endeavoring to do in our current incarnation. Shamanic traditions gift us with
tools and teachings to reawaken us to spirit. To continue to grow in life, it is
important that we honor our guides in spirit, but also to reclaim and pay honor
to our Ancestors, without whom we would not be here. From these lineages we
receive sets of physical and spiritual “DNA,” To live a balanced life on Earth and
achieve our purpose, we must honor, and gain assistance from both lineages, for
we exist as the intersection of the two.

ROB MURPHY is a shaman in the traditions of the Ecuadorian Quichua, the
Brazilian Makunaiman, and an Elder and ordained minister of the re-dreamed Celtic
Wolven Path Tradition, as well as a master shamanic Reiki practitioner. Rob is the
founder of the Richmond Shamanic Drum Circle and a member of the NY Shamanic
Circle. He teaches in Richmond, VA & NYC areas, and in Canada & Ireland and
facilitates trips to learn from indigenous elders in South America. A graduate of
Dr. Linda Backman’s Past Life Soul Regression and Between Life Soul Regression
programs, he uses regression therapy in his shamanic healing.

Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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WEIGHT MANAGEMENT MADE EASY

WHO AM I? WHAT IS MY PATH?

Saba Hocek

Saba Hocek

H

I

magine bypassing the urge to eat tempting, fattening food for healthy,
nutritious choices or choosing to take a walk after a stressful day. Each
organ has emotional connections. Stress causes blockages, leaving your body
unbalanced and making it not only difficult to control emotions but physical
cravings as well. Incorporate simple stress-resistant strategies. Develop eating
habits that allow for maximum nutrition and minimal caloric absorption. Learn
methods to dissolve unwanted fat. Discuss and Exercise:

EVENING EVENT
Tue, Jul 7, 7-9 pm
$30
Members 10% off

• Understanding your Body

• Reduce your Appetite

• Stress Reduction Exercises

• Learn Non-Invasive Methods

• Hypnosis to Improve Confidence

• Increase Physical/Emotional
Strength

• Getting the Most from your
Food

ave you found your calling, your passion, your life path? For some of us
there is one passion and for others multiples but for many, it’s a mystery.
Discover yours. What profession, hobbies and environment do you thrive in?

Learn techniques to develop Self-Awareness to be in control of what you
attract in life and consciously build the life you wish and deserve.
EVENING EVENT

• Numerology, which holds many answers
Tue, Sept 29, 7-9 pm
$30
Members 10% off

T

he experience of Past Life Regression is not only informative but healing
beyond words. Learn how the conscious and unconscious minds work
and how to tap into the unconscious mind which holds an abundance of
information.

EVENING EVENT
Tue, Jul 21, 7-9 pm
$30
Members 10% off

A group past life regression session will be conducted during which you’ll
experience the fascinating discoveries about yourself and prior lives. During
hypnosis, the person is fully aware of everything taking place but is in an
extremely relaxed state during which time the unconscious mind’s communication
can be heard without interference from the conscious/critical mind.
Awaken to a higher state of consciousness!

H

ijacked by stress? Stress is the #1 enemy causing poor performance at
work, tension in the home, physical ailments/diseases, and dozens of other
debilitating factors.
Learn simple to sophisticated strategies to control/reduce stress. Experience a
lasting, ultimate relaxation through hypnosis. Acquire practical methods and
techniques to reduce stress quickly and easily.
Discuss and Exercise:
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EVENING EVENT

• How Stress Attacks our Bodies

Thu, Sept 10, 7-9 pm
$30
Members 10% off

• Repercussions of Stress on our
Organs and Emotions
• Exercises for Stress Reduction
(hypnosis, energy healing, EFT,
acupressure, biofeedback)

• How to Guard ourselves from
Stress
• Transform stress to power and
restore your life’s rhythm.

• Live life empowered!

Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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• Hypnosis, which captures the unconscious choice
• Frequency Technology to Higher Awareness

www.selfempoweredminds.com

SACRED SOUND — Find Yours! A Sound
Energy Healing Class
Elizabeth Tomboulian

J

LOSE THE STRESS / GAIN A HEALTHIER MIND
& BODY
Saba Hocek

• Meditative Drawing, which reveals inner desires

SABA HOCEK, a Turkish hypno-psychic, gives guidance through hypnosis,
biofeedback and Turkish coffee reading. By combining her logical computer
programmer mind with neurological education in hypnosis and innate psychic
abilities, Saba gives direction, insight and tools through workshops and private
sessions helping people to achieve goals and empowered lives. Saba leads a rich
and colorful life resulting from living in and traveling through Turkey, Austria,
Germany and Iran, where at 16 she first discovered her psychic abilities.

DISCOVER YOUR PAST THROUGH REGRESSION
Saba Hocek

Discuss and Exercise:

WORKSHOP SERIES
Tuesdays, July 7, 14,
21, 28, 7:30-9 pm
$30
Series: $90
Members 10% off

oin us for an evening on the History of Sound as the catalyst for creation in
world cultures and spiritual systems. You will also experience an interactive
workshop on techniques of overtone singing. Learn about entrainment,
cymatics, intention, visualization, frequency and vibration aspects of sound
energy healing. This is an opportunity to receive Sound Energy Healing and to
gain insight into developing your own practice of Sound Energy Healing, as
you are guided to create your unique Sacred sounds. No previous experience
required. Active participation is optional. Attendees may wish to simply listen
and receive. The universal nature of sound and the developments in scientific
research into quantum physics, entrainment and cymatics, along with tenets
found in scriptures of different world religions, invite exploration into the power
of sound. Just as water and wind create patterns in sand, so does sound create
patterns of wellness in the human across dimensions.
ELIZABETH TOMBOULIAN practices Quantum Energetics Structured Therapy™,
Craniosacral Therapy (Upledger), and Sound Energy Healing at A.R.E. since August
2014. A lifelong musician, she specializes in jazz, South American music, and
composes Inspirational music. She is the Music Director at the Unitarian Universalist
Church of the Palisades in Englewood, NJ. She is active in the NYC Vocal Improv
Collaborative, NYC Circle Singing, and the International Sound Healers Association,
and has studied with Bobby McFerrin, Rhiannon, Jonathan Goldman, and Judith
Kehealani Lynne (www.frequencykeepers.com)
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An Amazing Evening of CLAIRVOYANCE &
MESSAGES FROM LOVED ONES IN SPIRIT

FREE Lecture: Understanding the Out-of-Body
Experience with I.A.C.

Karen Rose Slember

H

ave you ever had a vivid flying dream? How about the sensation of floating
while falling asleep or meditating, or the sensation of “dropping” back into
your body just before waking up? For thousands of years people have reported
psychic experiences and “otherworldly” journeys into other dimensions during
their spiritual practices, spontaneously, or during sleep.

T

his intimate Spirit Message Gallery is limited to twenty people and everyone
attending will receive a message.

EVENING EVENT
Wed, Jul 8, 7-9 pm
$35
Members 10% off

The energy will be high as Karen Rose uses her “spot on” intuitive abilities
to give everyone a message from Spirit about their life today. It’s all about
relationships, career, moves, great loves and insight into endless possibilities for
your life. Do you have a question? Bring it along. Feel the energy shift as Karen’s
close connection with Spirit becomes apparent. She will move into the Spirit
World and begin to connect as many as possible of those who are present with
loved ones and friends in Spirit. She will give accurate and specific information
about the loved one, touching shared memories and a special message for the
recipient. The evening will come to a close with a guided meditation by Karen
Rose that will move all present into a space where they can experience their
loved ones in Spirit.

EVENING EVENT
Wed, Jul 8, 7-8:30 pm
FREE

Some of these benefits of the out-of-body experience (OBE) are:
• Understanding non-physical dimensions or realities • Direct contact with spirit
guides • Development of psychic abilities • Losing the fear of death • Getting
information about your life purpose • Using OBEs as a tool to assist or heal
others • Psychic awareness and protection.

This is sure to be a fabulous night! Don’t miss it!

AWARENESS & COMMUNICATION WITH SPIRIT
Karen Rose Slember

D

o you sometimes feel or sense that your loved ones or friends in spirit are
close? Do you at times catch something moving out of the “Corner of your
Eye”? Do you hear a voice calling you? Have you caught a glimpse of someone
who is in Spirit? Are you having vivid dreams about people in Spirit? Just
curious about the Spirit World?

EVENING EVENT
Tue, Aug 11, 7-9 pm
$35
Members 10% off

We begin by learning how to “Sit in the Power” of the Spirit which is Love, the
first step in spirit communication, and become more aware of our spirit friends.
We will learn about clairsentience, clairvoyance, clairaudience and claircognizance,
and how they are used both psychically and mediumistically. This class will
consist of a teaching and hands on exercises where you will begin to first work
psychically and then with those in Spirit. The Spirit World is an intelligent world
and is capable of giving us accurate and specific information about them-selves,
shared experiences with loved ones still here, and knowledge of life here and now.
Journey with Rev. Karen Rose in a supportive and caring environment and begin
to learn to communicate with our friends in Spirit.

KAREN ROSE, an Evidential Spiritual Medium, combines over 30 years of
experience working for Spirit with her professional teaching background to share
her passion of Mediumship. Her reading client list is international and includes
celebrities, physicians, etc. She maintains a reading office in NJ and Manhattan
and teaches Evidential Mediumship, Psychic Awareness, and Metaphysical
Concepts throughout the US and Europe. Featured in newspapers, on radio and
TV, Karen Rose’s Mediumship style brings warmth, humor and love to her public
demonstrations, readings and classes. www.karenrosepsychicmedium.com

This free introductory seminar offered by the experienced faculty of the
International Academy of Consciousness (IAC), will provide you with cutting
edge information on out-of-body experiences (i.e. astral projection, soul travel,
etc.), subtle energy and non-physical dimensions. Learn more about the
research on these experiences, including how these things affect your daily life
– unbeknownst to most of us – yet have huge implications about who you are
and your life purpose.

This is also a great opportunity to ask an instructor about IAC’s main OBE
training course, the award-winning Consciousness Development Program (CDP),
coming up at the Edgar Cayce Center in July and August.

The Consciousness Development Program: Module 1
Duration: 10 hours (6 theoretical and 4 practical)
2-DAY EVENT
Sat, Jul 25 &
Sun, Jul 26,
1-6:30 pm
Pre-registered A.R.E. &
I.A.C. members: $130
pre-registered nonmembers: $140
at-door for all: $150
Full program: (Module
1,2,3, & 4) A.R.E. &
I.A.C. members - $475
(non-members $505),
free book to use for the
course.

T

his is module 1 (of 4) of the award winning 40-hour out-of-body experience
training course called the Consciousness Development Program (CDP),
offered by the International Academy of Consciousness (I.A.C.). This first module
of the CDP program will create a foundation for the more advanced topics and
exercises presented later in the program. It will cover the following topics:
• Basis of studies in out-of-body experiences and multidimensional awareness
• Analysis of the non-physical bodies • Benefits of the OBEs & other psychic
phenomena • Subtle energy (bioenergy & its different types • Qualities of
individual & environmental energies to develop extrasensory perception,
energetic self-control and healing • Preparation for the out-of-body experience
• Factors that facilitate and inhibit projective ability • Levels of lucidity outside
the body • Types of out-of-body experience • Analysis of extraphysical (astral)
dimensions.
This weekend-long module 1 is a prerequisite for module 2 of the Consciousness
Development Program (CDP). If you would like more information about the
CDP program, call 1-212-867-0807, email newyork@iacworld.org or attend the
free introductory seminar on OBEs and this program (listed above).

Hours for Dr. Scott Keller, Caycean Chiropractor
Mondays 1-7 pm Wednesdays 5-8 pm Thursdays 1-7 pm
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The Consciousness Development Program: Module 2

The Consciousness Development Program: Module 4

Duration: 10 hours (6 theoretical and 4 practical)

Duration: 10 hours (6 theoretical and 4 practical)

T

T

• Two practical OBE classes during this module • Five techniques to facilitate
OBEs • Altered states of consciousness • Paranormal phenomena • Parapsychic
perceptions • Instructions and tips on how to provoke OBEs • Death or the
process of discarding the body

• Two practical OBE classes during this module • Additional techniques to
facilitate OBEs • Holokarma • Existential program (life task or life plan) •
Period between lives • Self-mimicry vs lucid life planning • Existential recycling
and inversion • Evolutionary levels and the evolutionary duo • Advanced nonphysical consciousnesses.

his is module 4 of 4 (final module) of the award winning 40-hour out-of-body
experience training course called the Consciousness Development Program
(CDP). This fourth module goes deeper on the topics covered by the first, second
and third modules. It will cover the following topics:

his is module 2 (of 4) of the award winning 40-hour out-of-body experience
training course called the Consciousness Development Program (CDP). This
second module goes deeper on the topics covered by the first module and is
where the OBE practical exercises begin. This module course will cover the
following topics:

2-DAY EVENT
Sat, Aug 22 &
Sun, Aug 23,
1-6:30 pm
Pre-registered A.R.E. &
I.A.C. members: $130
pre-registered nonmembers: $140
at-door for all: $150.

• Interaction with & identification of non-physical beings (inside & outside of
the body) • Advanced non-physical beings (extraphysical helpers/mentors) •
Needy non-physical beings.
To register for this module, you must have taken the first module of the program.
Also note that this weekend-long module 2 is a prerequisite for module 3 of the
Consciousness Development Program (CDP). If you would like more information
about the CDP program, call 1-212-867-0807, email newyork@iacworld.org or
attend the free introductory seminar on OBEs and this program.

2-DAY EVENT
Sat, Sept 26 &
Sun, Sept 27,
1-6:30 pm
Pre-registered A.R.E. &
I.A.C. members: $130
pre-registered nonmembers: $140
at-door for all: $150.

Each CDP class is taught by one of IAC’s New York faculty members, who rotate
based on their availability. They include Mike, Trisha, Gabe, Bree, Jack, Marty
and Natalia. IAC’s faculty have years of experience and training in out-of-body
experiences and psychic phenomena. IAC is an educational and research-centered
organization in the area of consciousness studies, human potential and psychic
development. It has offices in over 12 countries worldwide.

The Consciousness Development Program: Module 3
Duration: 10 hours (6 theoretical and 4 practical)

T

his is module 3 (of 4) of the award winning 40-hour out-of-body experience
training course called the Consciousness Development Program (CDP). This
third module delves deeper into the topics covered by the first and second
modules.. It will cover the following topics:

2-DAY EVENT
Sat, Aug 29 &
Sun, Aug 30,
1-6:30 pm
Pre-registered A.R.E. &
I.A.C. members: $130
pre-registered nonmembers: $140
at-door for all: $150.

• Two practical OBE classes during this module • Eight additional techniques
to facilitate OBEs • The mental-body and its role in evolution • Types of
intelligence • Physical life & the application of the mental-body • The
evolutionary process • Death and the mental-body • Types of evolutionary
maturity • Cosmoethics and universalism • Mental-body projection technique.
To register for this module, you must have taken the second module of the
program. Also note that this weekend-long module 3 is a prerequisite for
module 4 of the Consciousness Development Program (CDP). If you would
like more information about the CDP program, call 1-212-867-0807, email
newyork@iacworld.org or attend the free introductory seminar on OBEs and
this program.

D

id you know? The ARE/NYC Center’s Bookstore offers the largest selection
of Edgar Cayce Remedies in New York City,
featuring best-selling products by
Heritage Store and Baar Products.
Members of the ARE/NYC
receive a 10% discount
on all bookstore purchases!
14
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In order to register for this module, you must have taken the third module of the
program. Also note that this weekend-long module is the final module of the
Consciousness Development Program (CDP). If you would like more information
about the CDP program, call 1-212-867-0807, email newyork@iacworld.org or
attend the free introductory seminar on OBEs and this program.

IPSALU TANTRA: OPEN TANTRA NIGHT
Peter Oravetz

T
EVENING EVENT
Tue, July 14,
Sun, Aug 16 &
Wed, Sept 16, 7-9 pm
$20
pay-at-the-door only.

his is an open class that’s appropriate for both newcomers and those who
have experience with Tantra. Ipsalu Tantra offers a clear-cut, step-by-step
way to learn this ancient practice. Much more than sexuality, it is a pathway
to spirituality, expanded consciousness and bliss, incorporating breath, mantra
and meditation. Ipsalu Tantra embraces both the red (sexual side) and white
(solo devotional practice) aspects of Tantra. After discussion at each session,
we do an Ipsalu Tantra practice. We use breath, dance and meditation to spark
greater spiritual awareness - so wear loose, comfortable clothing that you can
move around in and meditate in. All classes are completely clothed, and there is
no explicit sexual contact, but you’ll leave with your heart open and a smile on
your face! Please arrive at least 10-15 minutes before start time to register and
get settled.

PETER ORAVETZ is a Level 3 initiate of Ipsalu Tantra Kriya Yoga and a certified
Ipsalu teacher. He has been practicing Ipsalu Tantra for over 8 years, Kundalini yoga
for 12, and Transcendental Meditation for over 30 years.
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INSPIRED VOICES

ENERGY PLAY & INSIGHT

Inoshi Denizen

Inoshi Denizen

J

I

nspired Voices welcomes experienced and emergent messages from deep,
inspired, intuitive, and spiritual energies and self. Participants may receive
messages and also grow their own ability in delivering messages. Silence is
welcomed and dialog is not required. Cultivating deep listening is encouraged.

EVENING EVENT
Wed, Jul 15, 7-9 pm
$20
Members 10% off

Your facilitator for the evening, Inoshi, will begin with open discussion,
introduce participants to guidelines, lead an intention-setting meditation
and invite people to speak from channeled, intuitive and primordial spaces.
Typically Inoshi’s trance voice, Inyo, makes an appearance. This lateral circle
first began meeting in 2008 and emerged in part through cooperation with The
International Mediumship Institute and Coalition for OneVoice. Please note that,
although this is a development and message circle, it is not a séance training or
a traditional séance.

4-PART SERIES
Wednesdays,
Sept 2, 9, 16 & 23,
7-9 pm
Series: $99
Members: $90

QIGONG FUSION SEMINAR

INOSHI DENIZEN is an Energy Medicine Master & Perceptual Guide. His
credentials combine multiple systems and new distinctive practice areas which have
provided numerous clients with safe, sensitive energy wellness, guidance and gentle
fitness.

Inoshi Denizen

I

DAY EVENT
Sat, Jul 25,
10 am - 5 pm
$108
Members $99

n this all-day seminar, your instructor and longtime practitioner, Inoshi, will
lead you through an introduction, with lucid commentary and physical practice
base in Qigong Fusion. Group members will practice cultivating life energy with
basic standing postures and movements of the limbs, neck and waist. We learn
about and practice Qigong (Chi Kung) and Yoga-like health promoting ideas for
our overall well-being. By doing Qigong we gently strengthen our physical body,
energy body, focus, and learn about sensing bio-energy - also known as chi and
ki. This single day seminar provides participants with a skillset level of Qigong
Fusion, which can then be used for individual practice.
All are welcome. Dress comfortably in rubber or soft-soled shoes. Notebooks
welcome. Class instructed by longtime practitioner, Inoshi.

Inoshi instructs embodied practice, gives counsel in spiritual gatherings, and
welcomes individual, one-on-one student-teacher relationships. He is the founder of
Unu Wellness Network (http://u.nu), Open Tai Chi and co-founder of the New York
Reiki Conference.

FREE TELESEMINAR: Finding Your Inner Cayce: Doit-yourself Tools for Healing, Wellness and Living
Dr. Patricia (Trish) Muehsam, M.D.

T

INYO DASSANA

he answers do lie within. Just as Edgar Cayce was able to access innate and
universal wisdom, so can you.

Inoshi Denizen

In this ongoing teleseminar you’ll receive support and learn take home tools
for whatever is going on in your life: concerns regarding health, relationships,
career, finances, life path, and any spiritual or metaphysical concerns.

A

t this group channeling session, we’ll allow Inyo, a spiritual trance voice, to
come through and engage us with messages. During these insight (dassana)
sessions, group participants are apt to simply listen, or engage in dialog with
Inyo.

EVENING EVENT
Wed, Aug 26, 7-9 pm
$20
Members 10% off

oin this four-part workshop series about subtle energy (pana/prana)
awareness, meditation and gaining insight (dassana/darshan). Through simple
guided postures (sitting and standing) followed by short meditations and talk,
this workshop provides a comfortable space where discovery, advancement and
healthy understanding occurs. The interplay of meditation, tangible experience
with human bio-energy and natural-immanent energy in the body is totally
essential to our personal life, intelligence and growth as individuals and a
species. People interested or trained in Qigong and Yoga, as well as those with
an interest in the human bio-field and spirituality will benefit from participating.
Each session concludes with a short Q&A with Inyo, Inoshi’s channeled trance
voice. The final workshop includes an Energy Sensing attunement, which, as the
name suggests, assists you in better sensing energy. You can further activate this
for yourself or for others as you desire. This workshop was last offered over a
year ago. All participants must register for the entire series. ALL ARE WELCOME!

Inyo often speaks about the nature of existence, and intangibles such as
innocence, patience, adventure, etc. His host, Inoshi, may briefly talk about his
experience with Inyo as the group settles in, and lead a short centering activity,
and then, after entering into trance, allow Inyo to come through. Sometimes a
starter topic is given, then questions fielded with response for the audience.
Please join us for this spiritual and life-informing event. Inoshi has been sitting
with Inyo for more than 7 years, in a few hundred group and private sessions.

FREE MONTHLY
TELESEMINAR
Mon, Jul 20 & Aug 17,
Tue, Sep 15,
8 - 9:15 PM EST,
5 - 6:15 PM PST

You’ll get to experience various mind-body energy medicine techniques,
including breathwork, meditation, journaling, and more.
Sessions are informal and organic, guided by the needs of participants.
Attendance is open to all. There is no requirement to attend regularly.
Fee: There is no fee to participate. If you’d like to make a good will offering,
please donate to the A.R.E. of New York Edgar Cayce Center: www.
edgarcaycenyc.org, 212-691-7690.
How to prepare for the teleseminar: make a list of any/all issues in your life that
you seek to shift. Wear loose, comfortable clothing, for easy breathing, and have
writing tools handy (paper and pen/pencil.)
Dial-in information: 712-432-1212; Conference ID: 173-305-736
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THE ANSWERS LIE WITHIN: Journaling for
Inner Guidance, Self-Healing and More

SOUND HEALING MEDITATION
Roger Ansanelli

Dr. Patricia (Trish) Muehsam, M.D.

S

W

e can often find guidance and inspiration in the readings and teachings
of Edgar Cayce. Just as Cayce was able to access innate and universal
wisdom, so can you. The answers do lie within.
The goal of this workshop is to empower you to access your own inner wisdom
for healing, for wellness, and for living. And, to send you home with tools that
you can use in your daily life.

EVENING EVENT
Wed, Aug 5,
6:30-8:30 pm
$35
Members 10% off

Journaling can be a powerful tool for accessing this innate inner intelligence.
In this workshop, you will learn about and practice simple writing techniques
to access your inner wisdom. You’ll be able to address any and all areas of your
life: health, finances, work, life path, relationships, metaphysical and/or spiritual
concerns. There will be ample time for questions, reflection and dialogue.

EVENING EVENT
Wed, Aug 19, 7-9 pm
$33
Members 10% off

Prior writing and/or journaling experience is not required. All you need is your
preferred writing materials: a journal, notebook or lots of paper, pen or pencil,
and a desire to connect within guidance and answers.
What to bring: any/all issues in your life for which you seek guidance and
writing materials (notebook/paper, pen/pencil.
DR. PATRICIA (TRISH) MUEHSAM, M.D. is the Founder of Transformational
Medicine, a holistic and individualized approach to healing, wellness and living. Her
work draws from traditional Chinese medicine, Ayurveda, the medical therapeutic
applications of yoga, as well as the spiritual themes of these traditions, and also
from contemporary Western mind-body medicine practices. Based in New York city,
she offers workshops, teleseminars, writings, health consultations and mind-body
healing sessions, in addition to continuing education for physicians and medical
students. www.transformationalmedicine.org

Roger Ansanelli

Each month, we will actively “play” and explore one of the strong
areas of vibrational medicine: Tuning Forks; Healing with Color from
the Intelligence of Light; The Voice - our strongest transformational tool;
The guidance of the Heart/Heart Intelligence; Radiance-working with the
frequencies of Source as Cosmic Beings; Scanning the Body and the Imprint of
Sound; Crystal Bowl playing; Energetic Reflexology; and others.

Wed, Sep 30, 7-9 pm
$33
Members 10% off

Roger Ansanelli

EVENING EVENT
Wed, Jul 22,
7-9:30 pm
$44
Members 10% off
18

The workshop closes with Group Toning where all participants tone together
with a focused intention. “We each have a Brilliant spark and when we express
it, share it with the World, all in our presence Heal. We heal in the Giving… for
it is then that We Vibrate The Gift We Are.”

VIBRATIONAL MEDICINE

EVENING EVENT

The I AM Evolutionary Workshop

ound Healing Meditation connects us instantly to the greatest portion of
ourselves - the non-physical - and opens us up to the Heart of the Creator,
where we enter our state of Grace, our True expression. You leave vibrating a
lot higher. Since all our creations and all our experiences happen at the level
of vibration we exist on, by vibrating higher we change all of it, heal at a
root cause level, and become the change in the world. In this Sound Healing
Meditation Workshop, ROGER guides you through two meditations while
playing crystal bowls, sometimes gong, and being sung by the higher realms. He
will also walk around the room and direct dedicated Sound frequencies of Love
into each participant as they meditate. His work is transformative; you leave
knowing your own Brilliance, and that you are loved beyond measure.

ROGER explains what vibrational medicine is, introducing his idea of vibrational
location, where by changing one’s vibrational location you change the lived
experience and the reality connected to that vibrational local. He will then
discuss and demonstrate the vibrational medicine technique or modality for that
evening, while sharing intuitive information. This is an “active” workshop
where learning is done through the experience of your gifts in action!

e are limitless expressions of Source Light - the more we connect to this
truth, the more consciously we create, contribute, and exist, giving way to
the new human.

W

ROGER teaches: “Our greatest power and source of intelligence, what I call ‘Source Intelligence’, comes
from and through the Heart. It is there we discover our Brilliance, and put it into Action. We heal ourselves,
each other, and the Planet Earth, by moving ourselves first to a new and higher frequency. Than All else
follows”.

This is an evolutionary workshop in the sense that we, at present, inhabit a
moment of transformation full of opportunities to leap into a future in which we
live rooted in and identify with the great beings that we are.

ROGER will close with a Sound Healing Meditation using Crystal Bowls, sometimes Gong, and the Voice. An
experience not to be missed!

The workshop’s aim is to move us into alignment with that essential part of Self that
anchors us to our greatest and highest ways of creation and expression. We are,
after all, expressions of Source expressing Source in the world of time and space.
The evening will include a Heart Presence Sound Meditation, an Alchemical
Process of Heart, Mind, and Source, and an Alignment through the Healing
Gift of Radiance. There will be a discussion of our limitlessness as expressions
of Source and how that knowledge affects our daily life, and all we manifest
individually and collectively.
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ROGER ANSANELLI is a Sound Healer – Frequency Worker, a certified master
practitioner and teacher of Integrated Energy Therapy, Reiki, and Advanced
Pendulum, and a certified practitioner of Magnified Healing, Esoteric Healing,
and Matrix Energetics. The Heart of his work is in assisting people to move into
the fullness of their light by clearing the emotional and energetic debris blocking
their way to Harmony. For more information please visit: rogeransanelli.com or
ROGER111.com or email rogeransanelli@yahoo.com.
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THE BAGUA: Transform Your Life With the
Sacred Energy Feng Shui Blueprint
Melissa Stamps

FREE SEMINAR: 5 Steps To Change Your
Life Today
Dr. Inessa Zaleski

A

T

he Bagua is the sacred Feng Shui energy blueprint, containing all of
the mysteries of the Cosmos and sacred Earth. It is multi-dimensional
and symbolizes all life areas: Family, Wealth, Fame, Relationships, Children
(Creativity, Future, Completion), Tai Chi/Health, Helpful Friends, Career and
Knowledge/Spirituality. These life areas are expressed multi-dimensionally and
have associations with color, seasons of the year, Yin and Yang and Ancestral
DNA. They are practical and transcendental.

4-PART SERIES
Thursdays, Jul 23 & 30,
Aug 6 & 13,
7-9 pm
4-Week Course: $125
Member Special: $99
Per class: $35
Members: 10% off

In this class you will learn how to read the energy of your home or office, and
understand how the energy flows throughout your space, using the Bagua as a
multi-dimensional guide.
You will learn the importance of the Command position, and how to orient your
bed, desk, stove and the front door to create Career, Success, Wealth and Love.
You will learn where the Chi is stuck, moving too fast, or is unfocused, and
experience which areas of the Bagua need Chi, and what YOU can do to balance
them with Feng Shui adjustments.

Every room with a door is a separate Bagua. Every home, office and building
can be seen and perceived with the Bagua, starting with the mouth of Chi - the
front door.
You will understand how you are influenced by the space you live in, how you create your environment, and
also explore the Chi, the 5 elements, colors and meanings of each Gua of the Bagua, and Yin and Yang.
MELISSA STAMPS is a certified and highly trained Feng Shui expert. She helps
people transform their lives through their living and work space. Melissa has
studied with Black Sect Tantric Tibetan Buddhism Feng Shui Masters, Master Lin
Yun, Nancy Santo Pietro, Steven Post, Barry Gordon, Terah Katherine Collins and
Mary Dennis. Understanding the practical, mysterious nature of Chi and its infinite
expressions can transform our space. Feng Shui is a luminous mirror. It helps us
create a beautiful and successful life!

BECOME A MEMBER OF A.R.E./N.Y.C.
Join our diverse community of kindred spirits. Valuable benefits include:
• Discounts on most workshops and classes
• A 10% discount on bookstore purchases
• Free computerized astrology or numerology chart for new Members
A one-year membership - only $50. Seniors & Students, only $40. Save on 2-year,
3-year & Family memberships.
Join at edgarcaycenyc.org—go to the ABOUT ARE pull-down menu to BECOME A
MEMBER. You can also call or visit the Center for a Membership form.
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Free Seminar, Sponsored by Calmness.com

Find Out How You Can Easily:

FREE EVENT
Sun, Jul 26,
3-4:30 pm &
Tue, Aug 18,
7-8:30 pm
FREE*
*See website for details

• Reduce Stress • Lose Weight and KEEP IT OFF • Quit Smoking, Drinking or
Drugs • Make More Money • Increase Your Psychic Abilities • Look and Feel
Younger and Healthier • Enjoy Satisfying, Happy Relationships at Work and at
Home.
In this lively, interactive seminar, you will learn how to seize more control of
your life. You will learn highly-effective guided visualization and other tools you
can use right away to gain more clarity, focus and calmness, empowering you to
become happier, healthier and wiser. And as an added bonus, you’ll learn how
to relax instantly anytime, anywhere.
Led by Dr. Inessa Zaleski: Benefit from her 30 years of experience transforming lives.
*Register NOW: http://calmness.com/change

Contact person: Michelle 203-708-7777

MANIFEST YOUR ULTIMATE SELF
Dr. Inessa Zaleski

Y
4-PART SERIES
Wednesdays,
Sept 2, 16, 30 &
October 14, 7-9 pm
4-Part Course: If
registered by Aug 1
Full Course: $120
Per class: $40
After August 1:
Full Course: $135
Per class: $45
Members 10% off

ou’ve heard the saying all your life: “A picture is worth a thousand words”.
This is true of the imagery you create within your mind. Words serve as
a catalyst to the mind to create such images. For almost three decades, the
Reikinosis® tools of imagery and affirmations utilized in this workshop have
been honed to serve people in their transformation process. Through journaling,
small group discussion, sharing, deep states of mind and body relaxation,
conscious and subconscious constructive positive affirmations and other
experiential exercises, participants are inspired to become attuned with their
life’s purpose and lovingly encouraged and guided to progress on their selfmanifestation evolution to profound positive and permanent transformations in
their lives.
As a participant, you will increase your awareness that you deserve all the
wonderful gifts available to you and learn to apply tools to increase your selflove, self-esteem, self-confidence and self-nurturing. You’ll examine your life in
new ways that foster an increased ability to make decisions that propel you in
positive directions and learn tools to identify and let go of unwanted habits. The
course concludes with strategies for integrating the deep transformations into
your life so you can manifest a masterpiece of a life.

DR. INESSA ZALESKI is the creator of Reikinosis® (a revolutionary mind-body method that facilitates
profound transformations on all levels), the director of the World Institute of Cognitive Explorations and
Research, a doctor of divinity in paranormal studies, and a certified hypnotherapy instructor. She is a successful
Amazon author and a creator of a vast self-help series of more than 100 recordings that consistently bring rave
testimonials. Her works have been published in several well-regarded magazines and she has been a regular
presenter at conventions throughout the east coast and a sought-after motivational speaker at numerous
venues. calmness.com
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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PSYCHETHERAPEUTICS: Breakthrough Methods for
Achieving Profound Body-Mind-Spirit Transformation
Dr. Jay Kantor

MAKING YOUR OWN PLANT MEDICINE:
A Hands-on Workshop with Rossana Inés Rossi

I

I
ONGOING CLASSES
Tuesdays, Jul 28,
Aug 4 & 18,
Sep 1 & 22,
7-9 pm
$20 per class
Members 10% off

n this workshop series, you will learn about 3 breakthrough methods of
body-mind-spirit healing which make it possible to work through current
life crises and to overcome persistent, long-term psychological, emotional,
and relationship issues. These methods have proven successful even when
conventional talk and drug therapies have previously failed. Join Dr. Jay Kantor
to understand and experience:
EFT – a meridian-based, energy tapping therapy for quickly neutralizing
energetic, emotional, and physical disturbances. EFT – Emotional Freedom
Techniques – is most likely THE breakthrough therapy of our times.
PSYCHOCLARITY - a rapid, effective means for developing a conscious healing
and nurturing relationship with traumatized, immature, conflicted, dissociated
aspects of the personality. Wholeness and integration of the personality is
accomplished as the Higher Self is empowered to take charge of the person’s life.
Dis-identification with painful, limited aspects of the personality is achieved.

EVENING EVENT

Please bring a notebook, pencil/pen, and an open mind. The instructor requests
that participants refrain from wearing perfumes or heavy scents. There is a
materials fee of $5, payable directly to the instructor. Class size is limited to 13
people. Those 7 years old and above are welcome.

Wed, Jul 29,
Mon, Aug 24,
7-9 pm
$30 per class
Members 10% off
Materials fee: $5

ROSSANA INÉS ROSSI practices in the Wise Woman tradition, creating safe,
gentle, and powerful plant-based products for optimal healing and for nourishing
all systems of the body (including the emotional one). Rossana honors indigenous
ways of knowing, gathering plants from the wild or sourcing them from ethical
growers and encouraging her clients to participate in their own healing.

ROHUN SPIRITUAL PSYCHOTHERAPY - a spiritual and energy healing process for systematically purifying
the chakras and aura. Consciousness is transformed and enlightened by gently releasing the stuck energies,
negative consciousness, and trauma in the body-mind-spirit system. drjaykantor.com
Individual and group exercises and demonstrations will be offered to foster an experiential understanding
of these methods.
DR. JAY KANTOR became interested in healing, metaphysics, and spirituality in
1967, and started channeling in 1970. He studied hands-on-healing in 1975 with
Barbara Brennan. Jay holds a Doctorate in Psychology from Columbia University
and became a staff writer for Whole Life Times, the first national holistic magazine
in America, in 1980. Jay is a researcher, journalist, teacher, and a healer-therapistintuitive. He published his own holistic magazine, Quality Times, from 1990 to
2000. For Quality Times, Jay interviewed over 100 famous holistic authors, including
Ram Dass and Dr. Brian Weiss. Jay has studied many therapies with their founders.

T

he smallest changes in the way we breathe have a rapid influence on our
biological functions – including our mental and emotional experience. Learn
to use the breath in your daily life to reduce stress and anxiety and increase
vitality and peace of mind. The shift from the stress mode to the rest, repair,
renew and regenerate phase of our nervous systems is necessary for health and
well-being. Many people are living in a constant state of anxiety and have lost
their way out. This evening will be a return home, to presence.

REVEREND PEACE ARNOLD has been using visualization and guided breathing meditation to induce deep
states of relaxation with clients for 25 years. Peace has a background in yoga, chi gong, oriental medical
massage, folk herbalism and the spirit and practice of the wise woman tradition. Peace is a professional
Rebirther-Breathworker, well known in the international Breathwork community. Peace trained directly with
Leonard Orr, founder of Rebirthing-Breathwork, in an intensive three-year mentor relationship and is part of the
inner core of Rebirth International to this day. www.Rebirthingnyc.com.
22
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Room Rentals

T

Rev. Peace Arnold

Tuesdays, Jul 28 &
Sept 22, 7-8:30 pm

Rossana completed a 3-year apprenticeship with Robin Rose Bennett and continues
to study with other respected herbalists. Her teachers also include Lewis MehlMadrona (Coyote Institute) and Stephanie Alston-Nero (Healing History).

Affordable Rates in Midtown Manhattan

FREE EVENT: BREATH CAFE

FREE EVENT

n this two-and-a-half-hour class, we will make our own oil, vinegar, and
tincture from both fresh and dried plants and prepare an infusion to drink
at the end of the class. We will explore the philosophies of making medicine
from traditional, ancient methods and compare this to contemporary Western
methods and philosophy. This basic course will increase your confidence in
preparing gentle, safe, and powerful home remedies as our grandparents did –
and as humankind has done for millennia.

July-September 2015

he A.R.E. Center is a convenient midtown
Manhattan location for holistic events,
workshops, group trainings or practitioner
sessions. When our rooms are not in use, they
are available for rental by approved outside
groups or practitioners at reasonable rates. A
video projector and screen can also be rented
for the Auditorium and Room 3. Massage tables,
meeting and card tables are also available.
Renters are responsible for set-up and clean-up.
View more photos on our website by going to
edgarcaycenyc.org and selecting:
ROOM RENTALS FOR PRACTITIONERS from the drop down menu under:
WELLNESS SERVICES

Call (212) 691-7690 for details and bookings.
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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FUNDAMENTALS OF AYURVEDA: AN ANCIENT
INDIAN HEALING TRADITION
Dr. Munira Merchant

L

earn from Dr. Munira Merchant the introductory Science of Ayurveda Healing
in daily life. Ayurveda is the most complete and oldest medical system in the
world. You will learn a wide range of clearly defined methods of treatment and
have your Ayurvedic health questions answered.

4-PART SERIES
Mondays, Aug 10, 17,
24 & 31
7-9 pm
4-Part Course: $90
Per-class: $30
Members 10% off

UNLOCK YOUR CREATIVITY WITH
INSPIRATIONAL WRITING
Karen Frances

I

CLASS 1 (AUG 10): What is Ayurveda – history and philosophy; the five
element theory according to Ayurveda science; body, mind and soul in Ayurveda.
CLASS 2 (AUG 17): Attributes of Vata, Pitta and Kapha, how they work in
our body, how they can become imbalanced and how to bring them back into
balance.
CLASS 3 (AUG 24): Prakriti (constitution) – how to determine your natural
constitution, how knowing it can help you maintain your health; disease
preventions through Ayurveda.

EVENING EVENT
Mon, Aug 24, 7-9 pm
$35
Members 10% off

CLASS 4 (AUG 31): Disease processes and cures through Ayurveda;
introduction to panchakarma (purification of the body); tonification.

DR. MUNIRA MERCHANT earned her B.A.M.S degree at Bombay University from R.A.
Podar Ayurvedic College and Research Center in Bombay, India. She worked as an Ayurvedic
consultant in Butala Ayurveda in New York and as an Ayurvedic consultant in Roop
Ayurvedic Spa in New Jersey. She has studied Yoga, Acupuncture and Aesthetic training.

nspiration is vital for expressing your ideas into words, and getting in touch
with your own spirit and your spirit guides for inspiration is a key part of the
process. As a published author, scriptwriter and former journalist, and as an
evidential medium and spiritual healer, Karen has spent decades working with
her inner voice to find inspiration and allow her creativity to flow. In this class,
you’ll learn what inspirational writing is and do some fun warm-up exercises
to get you into a creative and inspired space. You will also experience a guided
meditation through which you’ll be able to really tune-in to write inspirational
messages for yourself and others.
Many people have been astonished with the originality and beauty of the work
they have produced during this class. This is a thoroughly enjoyable and creative
class. No writing experience is needed and sharing your writing with the class is
entirely optional.

DEVELOP YOUR SIXTH SENSE
Karen Frances

W

ould you like to develop your sixth sense? Do you know your intuition is
trying to tell you something but you’re not sure what? Would you like to
tap into your ability to understand people on a soul level?

LEARN THE ART OF READING & DRAWING AURAS

In this course, you’ll learn to work with your own energy centers, meet your
guides, and access the power of the Spirit to heighten your sixth sense. You’ll
learn to read information in the aura and psychikos and receive guidance about
your soul’s path.

Karen Frances

D

rawing auras or auragraphs is a beautiful and unique way of gaining
an intuitive understanding of another person and helping them to gain
insights into their own psychikos or soul. By learning to attune to your own
spirit and then to another person’s aura, you can produce a drawing filled with
color, symbols, even animals to create a pictorial, symbolic representation of a
person’s life story, their past, present and a potential future. An intuitive and
empathic art, auragraphs are beautiful accounts of a person’s life, filled with
meaningful colors and symbols, that help to define the soul’s journey.

EVENING EVENT
Mon, Aug 10, 7-9 pm
$35
Members 10% off

In this workshop, you’ll begin to build your own symbol and color system, learn
to touch your own spirit, and learn to connect on a soul level with another
person’s energy to enhance your own spiritual unfoldment and learn to give
soulful insights.
No artistic talent or training is needed, just your imagination, a sense of adventure
and a love of the spirit. Karen will show samples of her work to help get you
started. Please bring paper and pastels, crayons or colored pencils.

Private Mediumship Sessions with Karen Frances
Monday, August 17, 7-9 pm and Thursday, Sept 17, 7-9pm
30 minutes for $50
24
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5-PART SERIES
Mondays, Aug 31,
Sep 14, 21, 28 & Oct 5,
7-9 pm
$150
Members 10% off

As a class series, lessons are designed to build on each other to support your
ongoing development and help Karen monitor your sensitivity, needs, etc.
With guided meditations, one-on-one and group energy exercises, you’ll deepen
your connection to your own spirit and to the spirit of others, and you’ll develop
your sensitivity while learning to hold your own space and inner harmony.
This course is for anyone wishing to develop confidence and trust in their
intuition, live as a sensitive and intuitive person in an intense city, and acquire
new intuitive talents in a friendly and fun environment.
All participants must be registered for the entire course - no walk-ins. Classes
are limited to 16 participants.
A native of Ireland, KAREN FRANCES grew up steeped in Celtic mysticism and
spiritual traditions and later developed an interest in theosophy, metaphysics,
and Eastern spiritual and healing practices. She has studied various intuitive and
energetic modalities at the Edgar Cayce Center in Virginia, basic counseling at the
Institute of Counseling in Scotland, and Reiki under the guidance of Peter Goldbeck
at the Edgar Cayce Center in New York. She works as a medium, spiritual healer
and Reiki Master.
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MALCOLM SMITH

T
Private Healing
Fri, Aug 14, 12-7 pm,
Sun, Aug 16, 10 am-6 pm,
Mon, Aug 17, Tue, Aug
18 & Wed, Aug 19,
12-7 pm
30-min session:
$100

he internationally known and admired British “Spiritual Healer” from
Yorkshire, England, returns to New York City for private healing sessions!
Malcolm considers himself and ordinary person with an extraordinary gift - the
ability to be a channel for healing energy from God: “It is God who does the
healing, not me,” proclaims Smith. For over 25 years he has used his gift to
relieve the pain, disease and suffering of thousands. Sometimes the healing
he gives results in instant cures; and sometimes, several sessions over several
weeks are required for results to manifest physically. He has restored sight and
hearing, cured “incurable” diseases including cancer, and changed hundreds
of lives. He emphasizes that slow progress is the norm and Spiritual Healing
should not replace orthodox medical treatment.
At malcolmsmithhealer.com you can read many testimonials of his extraordinary
healing abilities. While you’re there, watch his fascinating video interview about
Spiritual Healing - what it is, how it works, what it can and cannot do. If you
want to read more about
Malcolm’s extraordinary story, you can also purchase a personally autographed
copy of his book Spiritual Power, Healing Hands at our bookstore.

Appointments with Malcolm Smith require prepayment in full. If a check is sent, the appointment will
be bookable a week after it is received so please plan accordingly. Refunds require a 72-hour notice of
appointment cancellation.

INTRODUCTION TO DOWSING WITH A PENDULUM
Jerrey Adler
EVENING EVENT
Wed, Aug 19,
7-9:15 pm
$35
Members 10% off

E

xplore another way to get guidance in your life. Everyone will have an
opportunity to work with a pendulum and charts. You will get hands-on
experience and develop some confidence in your ability to use a pendulum.
Learn the importance of phrasing your questions correctly and taking the right
steps to having your questions answered. Pre-registration advised. Class limited
to 20 people. Bring a pendulum and a notebook.

ADVANCED DOWSING FOR
BETTER HEALTH
EVENING EVENT
Mon, Sep 21,
7-9:15 pm
$35
Members 10% off

In this advanced class, we will explore how dowsing can be used to help
us make better health choices for ourselves and our lives. We will examine
nutrition, exercise, and other patterns of daily living. We will be working with
charts. Bring your pendulum and a notebook, as we chart your way to an
improved quality of life.
Pre-registration advised. Class limited to 20 people. Bring a pendulum and a
notebook.

JERREY ADLER has devoted his life to helping people achieve greater health and well-being.
He has been a student of many holistic studies for decades and uses his extensive knowledge
and training to benefit his clients. Jerrey is a Tera-Mai Reiki Master practitioner, a dowser, and
an astrologer and also uses aura balancing, Integrated Energy Therapy, and essential oils in his
practice. Jerrey teaches a mini-dowsing class at the local American Society of Dowsers’ chapter.
Jerrey is available for private consultations with energy work, dowsing, and astrology. He can be
contacted at jerreyadler03@gmail.com.
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DISCOVER HOW YOU ARE UNIQUE: THE ESSENTIAL
MARKETING STRATEGY FOR SUCCESS
Jody Friedman

L

EVENING EVENT

earn how you can stand out in the marketplace. Everyone is unique and has
something special to contribute. In this class I will help you identify your
strengths and vision as you discover how to uniquely and positively stand out
from the competition. Discover how to go from the disappointment of feeling
overlooked to owning an empowered identity that brings you professional and
financial success. Learn how to stay true to your skills and talents as we discuss
the strategies of marketing to your target audience.

Tue, Aug 25, 7-8:30 pm
$30
Members 10% off
JODY FRIEDMAN is a Licensed Clinical Social Worker, Certified Psychoanalyst and
Mentor with over 30 years in private practice, helping her clients connect to their
deepest self and manifest their goals. Jody has also fervently studied marketing
for the last 20 years to help create a thriving private practice, as well as mentored
entrepreneurs and artists. Her work has been featured on WOR-TV News, The Daily
News, Time, Glamour, Modern Maturity Magazine and many television stations.
She has lectured at Memorial Sloan Kettering, The Learning Annex, Phoenixville
Hospital, Pennsylvania College of Osteopathic Medicine, The Culinary Arts Program
at The Center for Arts and Technology and many holistic centers.

READINGS FOR PARENTS WHO HAVE LOST THEIR
CHILDREN
Ongoing FREE service donated by Psychic Medium Omar Kahn

O

nly another parent can understand the journey of pain one has to endure
with the loss of a child. It takes great strength to find some peace and
to recover enough to start living again. Omar donates his time reading for
parents who are grieving over the loss of a child (from the age of 2). He would
be honored to read for you and will only do face to face readings for these
particular sessions. Parents will go through a screening process before a reading
can be booked. Readings are only done in NYC. To be considered, please contact
Omar via his website www.omarmedium.com through the Book a Reading tab
or email him at omar.medium@icloud.com.
OMAR KAHN is a highly regarded International Psychic Medium from Australia
who has traveled the globe offering psychic readings and motivational programs
for people from diverse backgrounds. Having suffered his own loss, he donates his
time in each city he visits around the world, connecting with parents who have lost
children. He also offers donation readings for Veterans with PTSD.
A Reading with Omar will give you a spiritual wake-up call. He uncovers blocks
within you, what is happening around you and how your life will manifest. He can
help to release grief, connect to your past loved ones, and inspire, empower and
connect you to your passions and creativity.

Omar also offers paid readings at our Center, open to the general public. Upcoming dates:
Sundays, Sep 6 & 20, 12 - 4:15 pm. 40 minutes for $100. Call us to register at 212-691-7690.
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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THE LANGUAGE OF ASTROLOGY

INTRODUCTION TO ATLANTEAN HEALING™

Maria Rodriguez

Neil and Zena Hammond

C

A

ome join Maria for a 4 week exploration into the exciting field of Astrology.

Week 1 - You will learn the signs of the Zodiac and what they mean.
You will be able to identify the symbols associated with the signs plus the
correspondence between the signs and their elements.

4-PART SERIES
Tuesdays, Sep 15, 22,
29 & Oct 6, 6-8 pm
4-Part Course: $110
Members 10% off
Materials fee: $10

Week 2 - The association between the signs and their corresponding planets.
The importance of the planets for chart interpretation.
Week 3 - The wheel. What each of the 12 sections of a chart wheel means. How
the signs relate to the houses and most of all, which house is connected with
work, love and health.
Week 4- Putting it all together. We will interpret the key aspects of our own
chart and our fellow students’ charts.
As part of this program, please email Maria Rodriguez at selfhealing1@gmail.
com to have a chart created. Please specify that you registered for the class.
Please bring a 3 ring binder and page dividers. A materials fee of $10 is due on
the first day of class.

MARIA RODRIGUEZ has been in the holistic field for 21 years. She is an Inter-Faith Minister,
Spiritual Counselor, Reiki Master and Astrology Coach. She is passionate about teaching
people to heal themselves. Her teachings include Aromatherapy, Jewelry Design, Ritual &
Astrology. She has taught both in the USA and Europe.

FREE: INTRODUCTION TO THETAHEALING®
Eric Brumett, Sarah Faith & Tara Greenway

EVENING EVENT
Thu, Sep 17, 7-9 pm
FREE

ThetaHealing® is a mind/body technique that uses the energy that flows
through all things to produce instantaneous and permanent change at the
cellular level. This results in physical, emotional, and spiritual transformation. In
ThetaHealing®, we connect with the Creator of All That Is to co-create changes:
this is why the transformation has perfect integrity and is always done in the
highest and best way. In this evening of Introduction to ThetaHealing®, you’ll
have the opportunity to:
• learn how to go into a Theta brain wave state
• see firsthand how your limiting beliefs can be easily changed
• be led through a ThetaHealing® meditation to heal yourself
• manifest your goals with a Theta manifestation meditation

ERIC BRUMETT, SARAH FAITH BRUMETT, and TARA GREENWAY are master
ThetaHealing® practitioners and instructors who co-founded ThetaHealingNYC,
a healing center and ThetaHealing® school in Manhattan. Together they have
combined experience of over thirty years of ThetaHealing® practice and teaching,
and they have seen incredible transformations in the lives of thousands of clients
and students.
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EVENING EVENT
Sun, Sep 20, 7-9 pm
$40
Members 10% off

tlantean Healing™ is a fast growing energy healing modality that has been
given to humanity at this time of great changes. This high vibrating energy
has been used in the healing temples of Atlantis by the healing priests and
priestesses, and since been kept in the Great Pools of Energy until humanity was
once again ready to channel it. The attunement and the system was channeled
by Birkan Tore and is now being taught internationally. The Atlantean Healing™
techniques are a combination of the ancient techniques that were used in the
temples and the new ones given to us for the challenges we are facing today.
Since we are now beyond 2012, we now have the opportunity to bring back the
high frequency life style of Atlantis and take it even further.
Neil and Zena will take you back to Atlantis through a deep and healing
meditation, so that you can experience these wonderful energies again. They
will discuss Atlantis and how the energies are returning to use at this time.
There will also be Atlantean Healing™ tasters so that you can experience this
wonderful healing modality.

NEIL AND ZENA HAMMOND are Angelic Reiki Master Teachers, Crystal Healing
Master Teachers, Usui Healing Masters, Atlantean Healing Master Teachers and
(Doreen Virtue) Angel Therapists, and have been together for more than 19 years.
They set up their holistic business, Crystal Heaven, in the UK in 2009 and currently
offer healing and teaching across all of the UK and Internationally. “We feel
that we are tools of the light, working more effectively to help others during this
critical transitionary phase, as we and our planet move closer to multidimensional
consciousness.” www.crystalheaven.co.uk

IN LOVING MEMORY: Ken Klein (1937-2015)
Memorial on Sunday, July 12, 3-5:30 pm

P

lease join us for a memorial gathering
in Ken’s honor hosted by the A.R.E. of
N.Y. Board of Trustees on Sunday, July 12th,
3 to 5:30 pm at the Edgar Cayce Center,
241 W. 30th St., New York, NY 10001. Light
refreshments to follow.

“Each entity enters a material experience
for a purpose; not accidentally, not by
chance. But life and its expressions are
purposeful. And each experience is that the
entity may become more and more a channel through which the knowledge and the
application of Creative Forces may be made manifest...”
Edgar Cayce Reading 1792-2
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F

SPIRITUAL GROWTH GROUPS
JULY EVENTS
Wed, July 1 & 15

Peter Goldbeck: Reiki Healing Circles

Pg 3

A SEARCH FOR GOD STUDY GROUP

Wed, July 1

Skydin Zeal: Help from The Sky Gods & Your Spirit Guides...

Pg 6

Participants study in a supportive group format, seeking step by step self-transformation by applying the
spiritual principles in the Edgar Cayce readings. This is the NYC Center’s traditional, long-running SFG group.

Fri, July 3

Peter Goldbeck: Healing Celebration

Pg 4

Facilitator: Norman Curtis				

Mon, July 6

Rob Murphy: Shamanism -The Most Ancient of Spiritual Paths

Pg 8

MEDITATION GROUP		

Tue, July 7

Saba Hocek: Weight Management Made Easy

Pg 10

Tue, July 7 & 21

Peter Goldbeck: Psychic Enhancement Circle

Pg 3

Tue, July 7, 14, 21, 28

Elizabeth Tomboulian: Sacred Sound — Find Yours! ...

Pg 11

Tue, July 7

Rev. Tanya Soul: Tuesday Readings

Pg 8

Wed, July 8

I.A.C.: Understanding the Out-of-Body Experience

Pg 13

Wed, July 8

Karen Rose Slember: An Amazing Evening of Clairvoyance...

Pg 12

Fri, July 10, 17, 24, 31

Anton Baraschi: Spiritual Initiation: Meeting the Guardian...

Pg 4

Sat, July 11

Peter Goldbeck: Prophecy Celebration

Pg 3

Sun, July 12

Memorial Gathering for Ken Klein

Pg 29

Sun, July 12

Peter Goldbeck: Reiki 1 Certification Class

Pg 3

Tue, July 14

Peter Oravetz: Ipsalu Tantra - Open Tantra Night

Pg 15

Wed, July 15

Inoshi Denizen: Inspired Voices

Pg 16

Fri, July 17

Peter Goldbeck: Pillars of Transformation Workshop

Pg 3

Sat, July 18

Saturday Group Psychic Readings

Pg 8

Sun, July 19

Annual Picnic in Central Park with Mini-Fair

Pg 2

Symbology of The Book of Revelation from the Cayce source as it relates to the Body-Mind-Spirit Connection is
studied through ARE of NY’s research project: The Commentary of the Revelation and poetic readings of Ballad
of the Revelation, an interpretation in verse. Contact details: solministry@nyc.rr.com.

Tue, July 21

Saba Hocek: Discover Your Past Through Regression

Pg 10

Wed, July 22

Roger Ansanelli: The I AM Evolutionary Workshop

Pg 18

Thu, July 23 & 30

Melissa Stamps: The BAGUA - Transform Your Life/Feng Shui

Pg 20

SCIENCE OF LIGHT		

Sat, July 25

Inoshi Denizen: Qigong Fusion Seminar

Pg 16

Sat-Sun, July 25 & 26

I.A.C.: The Consciousness Development Program: Module 1

Pg 13

Sun, July 26

Dr. Inessa Zaleski: FREE - 5 Steps To Change Your Life Today

Pg 21

Sun, July 26

Peter Goldbeck: Reiki 3 Mastership Certification

Pg 3

Tue, July 28

Dr. Jay Kantor: PsycheTherapeutics - Breakthrough Methods...

Pg 22

Tue, July 28

Rev. Peace Arnold: Breath Cafe

Pg 22

Wed, July 29

Rossana Inés Rossi: Making Your Own Plant Medicine

Pg 23

MONDAYS 7:00 - 9:00 PM

TUESDAYS 6:00 - 7:00 PM

Group meditation is conducted as a foundation for spiritual growth primarily using methods described
in the Cayce readings and is followed by a short discussion of concerns or problems about meditation in
general or your own practice.

Facilitator: Randall Okey				

BIBLE STUDY GROUP/CAYCE FORUM

WEDNESDAYS 7:00 - 9:00 PM

As we follow the Cayce injunction to “Read it to be wise. Study it to understand.” (262-60), the mysteries
of the Bible on all 3 levels become clear through the lens of the Cayce discourses that cover every subject
under the sun. Contact details: solministry@nyc.rr.com.

Facilitator: Elyse Curtis Ph.D.				

PRAYERS FOR HEALING		

THURSDAYS 7:30 - 9:00 PM

Practice healing prayer, meditate and study materials relating to healing. Come for healing in person or call
to be placed on the prayer list. Healing by laying on of hands (by request).

Facilitators: Norman Curtis & Paul Dorogoff			

A SEARCH FOR GOD STUDY GROUP

SATURDAYS 10 AM - 12 NOON

An accelerated group based on the McMillan video lessons on A Search For God: www.mcmillinmedia.
com/sfg-4/. We will start with an attunement, watch the video, have a discussion, assign an exercise for the
following week, and end with a meditation.

Facilitator: Jack Rosen

REVELATION GROUP		

SATURDAYS 7:00 - 8:30 PM

Facilitator: Elyse Curtis Ph.D.				

SATURDAYS 8:30 PM

This partnering non-profit organization follows the combined study recommended by Cayce to a Science
teacher: “Science and religion are one when their purposes are one.… it (study of the light of the
beginning) is the science of light.” (5023-2). Contact details: solministry@nyc.rr.com.

Facilitator: Elyse Curtis Ph.D.				

SUNDAY INSPIRATIONS

SUNDAYS 11 AM - 12:30 PM

In the spirit of Edgar Cayce, Charles shares an inspirational talk, messages and angelic healing energies and leads
a meditation. He is a Chiropractor and an Integrated Energy Therapy (IET) practitioner who welcomes all to this
celebration of universal spirituality. (Formerly “Sunday Awakenings.”)

Facilitator: Rev. Charles Julian

PROSPERITY SUPPORT GROUP

SUNDAYS 1:30 - 2:30 PM

Modeled on the original Cayce readings on economic healing, the members of this group explore spiritual and
other principles for developing a consciousness – and experience – of abundance & prosperity.

Facilitator: Catherine Outeiral			

DREAM STUDY GROUP

SUNDAYS 2:30 - 4:30 PM

Using concepts from the Cayce readings, participants share dream material in a supportive group format,
encouraging self-examination and interpretation of dreams and dream symbolism as a way of emotional
and spiritual growth.

Facilitator: Paul Dorogoff

		

THE MIRACLES GROUP		

SUNDAYS 4:30 - 6:00 PM

Inspired by A Course in Miracles, participants gather to explore ACIM concepts and related materials.

Facilitator: Tom Carelli		

All groups are free, by donation.
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acilitators donate their services and ARE/NYC donates space to keep these Cayce-inspired groups
accessible to all and free. Donations are gratefully accepted! Read more at edgarcaycenyc.org under
Spiritual Growth Groups.
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AUGUST EVENTS
Sat, Aug 1

Peter Goldbeck: Prophecy Celebration

Pg 3

Sat, Aug 1, 8, 22, 29

Saturday Group Psychic Readings

Pg 8

Tue, Aug 4 & 18

Peter Goldbeck: Reiki Healing Circles

Pg 3

Tue, Aug 4

Rev. Tanya Soul: Tuesday Readings

Pg 8

Tue, Aug 4 & 18

Dr. Jay Kantor: PsycheTherapeutics - Breakthrough Methods...

Pg 22

Wed, Aug 5

Dr. Patricia Muehsam: The Answers Lie Within...

Pg 18

Thu, Aug 6 & 13

Melissa Stamps: The BAGUA - Transform Your Life/Feng Shui

Pg 20

Fri, Aug 7, 14, 21, 28

Anton Baraschi: Native American Medicine Wheel Teaching...

Pg 4

Fri, Aug 7

Peter Goldbeck: Healing Celebration

Pg 3
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AUGUST EVENTS
Sun, Aug 9

INDEX

SEPTEMBER EVENTS

Peter Goldbeck: Reiki 2 Certification Class

Mon, Aug 10, 17, 24, 31 Dr. Munira Merchant: Fundamentals of Ayurveda...

Pg 3

Fri, Sept 11

Peter Goldbeck: Healing Celebration

Pg 3

Pg 24

Mon, Sept 14, 21, 28

Karen Frances: Develop your Sixth Sense

Pg 25

Mon, Aug 10

Karen Frances: Learn the Art of Reading & Drawing Auras

Pg 24

Tue, Sept 15

Peter Goldbeck: Reiki Healing Circles

Pg 3

Tue, Aug 11

Karen Slember: Awareness and Communication with Spirit

Pg 12

Tue, Sept 15, 22, 29

Maria Rodriguez: The Language of Astrology

Pg 28

Wed, Aug 12 & 26

Peter Goldbeck: Psychic Enhancement Circle

Pg 3

Wed, Sept 16

Peter Oravetz: Ipsalu Tantra - Open Tantra Night

Pg 15

Wed, Aug 12

Skydin Zeal: Nordic Sigils, Songs & Yoga...

Pg 6

Thu, Sept 17

Introduction to ThetaHealing® with Eric Brumett, Sarah Faith

Pg 28

Aug 14, 16, 17, 18, 19 Malcolm Smith, Spiritual Healer

Pg 26

Thu, Sept 17

Karen Frances: Private Mediumship Sessions

Pg 24

Sat, Aug 15

CAYCE PSYCHIC & HEALING FAIR

Pg 2

Sat, Sept 19

CAYCE PSYCHIC & HEALING FAIR

Pg 2

Sat, Aug 15

Peter Goldbeck: Prophecy Celebration - After the Fair

Pg 2

Sat, Sept 19

Peter Goldbeck: Prophecy Celebration - After the Fair

Pg 2,3

Sun, Aug 16

Peter Oravetz: Ipsalu Tantra - Open Tantra Night

Pg 15

Sun, Sept 20

Peter Goldbeck: Reiki 3 Mastership Certification

Pg 3

Mon, Aug 17

Karen Frances: Private Mediumship Sessions

Pg 24

Wed, Sept 20

Neil & Zena Hammond: Introduction to Atlantean Healing™

Pg 29

Tue, Aug 18

Dr. Inessa Zaleski: FREE - 5 Steps To Change Your Life Today

Pg 21

Mon, Sept 21

Jerrey Adler: Advanced Dowsing for Better Health

Pg 26

Wed, Aug 19

Roger Ansanelli: Sound Healing Meditation

Pg 19

Tue, Sept 22

Rev. Peace Arnold: Breath Cafe

Pg 22

Wed, Aug 19

Jerrey Adler: Introduction to Dowsing with a Pendulum

Pg 26

Thu, Sept 24

Skydin Zeal: The Future’s Metaphysics!

Pg 7

Thu, Aug 20

Rob Murphy: An Evening on Past Life Soul Regression

Pg 9

Fri, Sept 25

Peter Goldbeck: Pillars of Transformation Workshop

Pg 3

Sat, Aug 22

Peter Goldbeck: Healing Workshop

Pg 3

Sat-Sun, Aug 22-23

I.A.C.: The Consciousness Development Program, Module 2

Pg 14

Sat-Sun, Sept 26 & 27 18TH ANNIVERSARY OPEN HOUSE:
Volunteer Recognition, Special Guest Speakers and Energy Healings

Pg 1
Pg 36

Sun, Aug 23

Peter Goldbeck: Reiki 3 Mastership Certification

Pg 3

Sat-Sun, Sept 26 & 27 I.A.C.: The Consciousness Development Program, Module 4

Pg 15

Mon, Aug 24

Rossana Inés Rossi: Making Your Own Plant Medicine

Pg 23

Mon, Aug 24

Karen Frances: Inspirational Writing

Pg 25

Tue, Aug 25

Jody Friedman: The Essential Marketing Strategy For Success

Pg 27

Wed, Aug 26

Inoshi Denizen: Inyo Dassana

Pg 16

Sat-Sun, Aug 29 & 30

I.A.C.: The Consciousness Development Program, Module 3

Pg 14

Mon, Aug 31

Karen Frances: Develop Your Sixth Sense

Pg 25

Sat, Sept 26

Sidney & Nancy Kirkpatrick: TRUE TALES from the CAYCE Archives

Pg 1

Sun, Sept 27

Sidney & Nancy Kirkpatrick: Unclaimed Treasures and Amazing...

Pg 36

Tue, Sept 29

Saba Hocek: Who Am I? What Is My Path?

Pg 11

Wed, Sept 30

Roger Ansanelli: Vibrational Medicine Workshop

Pg 19

HOURS FOR EDGAR CAYCE CENTER
Mondays-Fridays
Saturdays		
Sundays
Closed on major holidays

SEPTEMBER EVENTS
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INDEX

Tue, Sept 1 & 22

Dr. Jay Kantor: PsycheTherapeutics - Breakthrough Methods...

Pg 22

Tue, Sept 1

Rev. Tanya Soul: Tuesday Readings

Pg 8

Wed, Sept 2, Tue, Sept 15 Peter Goldbeck: Reiki Healing Circles

Pg 3

Wed, Sept 2, 9, 16, 23 Inoshi Denizen: Energy Play & Insight

Pg 17

Wed, Sept 2, 16, 30

Dr. Inessa Zaleski: Manifest Your Ultimate Self

Pg 21

Fri Sept 4, 11, 18, 25

Anton Baraschi: Bioenergy, Love and Sex...

Pg 5

Sat, Sept 5

Peter Goldbeck: Prophecy Celebration

Pg 3

Sept 5, 12 & 26

Saturday Group Psychic Readings

Pg 8

Sat-Sun, Sept 5 & 6

Rob Murphy: Integrating Past Lives of your Soul Self...

Pg 9

Sun, Sept 6

Peter Goldbeck: Reiki 1 Certification Class

Pg 3

Sun, Sept 6 & 20

Omar Kahn: Private Psychic Readings & Mediumship Sessions

Pg 27

Wed, Sept 9 & 23

Peter Goldbeck: Psychic Enhancement Circle

Pg 3

Thu, Sept 10

Saba Hocek: Lose the Stress/Gain a Healthier Mind & Body

Pg 10
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1-9pm
12noon-5pm
11am-5pm

With Heartfelt Gratitude

T

he Edgar Cayce Center would like
to thank the Psychic & Healing Fair
Volunteers for giving their time and energy
volunteering for our monthly Fairs. The
Psychic & Healing Fairs are the lifeblood of
A.R.E. We give a service to the community of
like-minded people. With the help of these
selfless people, A.R.E. is able to continue its
good work in the Spirit of Edgar Cayce.
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WELLNESS SERVICES
ANTON BARASCHI - Bioenergy Specialist and a bioenergy

( 212-691-7690

MELISSA STAMPS - A Certified Intuitive Counselor,
Clairvoyant and Medium; A Certified Feng Shui practitioner
and Interior Design Stylist, and a graduate of Holistic Studies Institute
in NYC. She is extensively trained and experienced in helping
connect people to Spirit Beings and Guides, and their own intuition.
www.3rdeyeopennycpsychic.com

( 201-865-3823

CATHERINE Outeiral - Intuitive Healings, Angel Card Readings:
From her 17-year study of many healing modalities including the
traditional Usui Reiki, Reconnective Healing, Modern Shamanism and
Sacred Sound Healing, Catherine has created a unique form of Intuitive
Healing. Since 2009, she has been working with a team of angels
from the higher realms. She combines energy healing with angel card
readings. She also facilitates the ARE-NYC Prosperity Group and serves
on the Board. Catherine’s Website: www.rosesandangels.vpweb.com

( 212-691-7690

MICHAEL EDAN ARCB, RPE - Polarity Therapy: Michael is
a Polarity Therapy Practitioner and Educator, having received his
Registered Polarity Practitioner and Educator status with The American
Polarity Therapy Association, and also National Reflexology Certification
with The American Reflexology Certification Board.

( 845-662-3559

( 516-949-9588

DAVID COOK - Reflexologist: Healing the body safely and
naturally with reflexology. Reflexology is an alternative healing
technique – a science which deals with the principle that there are reflex
areas in the feet and hands relating to each and every organ and part
of the body. By properly working on these reflexes, it can help to relieve
many health problems – even very serious ones – in a natural way.
www.reflexologyny.com

( 212-353-3659

PETER GOLDBECK - Reconnective Healing, Reiki Healing: A
favorite teacher, practitioner and healing/psychic group leader at
the A.R.E./N.Y.C. Center, Peter is a Certified Reiki Master/Teacher in the
Usui system of Natural Healing, a Certified Practitioner of Reconnective
Healing, and a Psychic/Medium and Spiritual Counselor.

( 212-691-7690

ENDO TOSHIYUKI L.M.T. - Acupressure Shiatsu Massage

( 973-951-2939

ROB MURPHY - Shaman: Rob is an initiated Shaman in the
traditions of the Ecuadorian Quechua, the Brazilian Makunaiman,
and the re-dreamed Celtic Wolven Path Tradition and an ordained
minister of the Wolven Path. He is a Master Reiki Practitioner and
Shamanic-Reiki practitioner. Rob is the founder of the Richmond
Shamanic Meetup and Drum Circle and a core member of the NY
Shamanic Circle.
DR. SCOTT J. KELLER - Caycean Chiropractor: Dr. Keller, a
board-certified N.Y.S. licensed chiropractor, has been in practice
for 17 years. Using time-tested medical techniques from eastern and
western disciplines, in combination with intuitive healing methods and
practice, and shaped by an esoteric ideology, Dr. Keller has transformed
the lives of countless patients.

( 212-691-7690

healer (aka medical qigong practitioner). He focuses on
integrating multiple bioenergy healing modalities in supporting the
work of medical professionals. Bioenergy healing is considered helpful in
alleviating pain, chronic conditions and symptoms without a particular
diagnosis, and for spiritual development.

Therapist: Endo was born in Akita, Japan and studied at The Total
Health Academy in Tokyo and at the Helma Institute of Massage Therapy.
Endo practices Shitsu Setai and other forms of massage.

KENNY MATTHEWSON - Swedish Massage: Kenny’s
Therapeutic Massage sessions usually integrate Swedish, Shiatsu,
Reiki and his natural Spirit-given healing ability. He can also incorporate
aromatherapy, hot towel healing massage, meditations and Inner Peace
Calming Touch.
KEV O’KANE - Hypnosis, Past Life Regression; Mediumship/

Psychic Readings: Kev is a highly trained hypnotist and a spiritual
seeker and Cayce follower who serves his Maker by serving humanity!
Kev is a respected certified clinical, master, Ericksonian, and Past-Life
Regression (PLR) hypnotist.

LUCAS BOLADIAN - TAT® (Tapas Acupressure Technique®):

This Energy Psychology method of clearing whatever bothers you
blends contemporary and ancient approaches. It is simple, yet deeply
powerful. For 20 years, Lucas has studied alternative healing practices
including hands-on healing, color therapy and Esoteric Healing. He is
a Certified TAT® Professional also certified in EFT and Reiki. He also
serves on the ARE/NYC Board.
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( 212-691-7690

Dr. Keller’s Hours: MONDAYS 1-7 PM, WEDNESDAYS 5-8 PM

( 646-338-6715

( 917-885-0221

SYLVIA CHAPPELL - Intuitive Tarot, Past-Life Regression,

Akashic Records Readings: Sylvia is a multi-dimensional
communicator who began to develop her intuitive reading and healing
abilities as a volunteer for the NYC Edgar Cayce Center, which she was
instrumental in founding in 1997, and now serves on its Board. She also
teaches Intuitive Tarot at the Center.
Find out more at www.SylviaChappell.net.

( 347-564-5600

O

ur mission is to offer high-quality holistic health services and intuitive/psychic guidance
to our community. Our Practitioners have been carefully selected to provide Wellness
Services at the Cayce Center at a reasonable cost, by appointment.

July-September 2015
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